
WHY CYLANCE
 
CylanceMDR™ is the ideal solution for organizations looking to quickly bolster their cybersecurity 
capabilities without overhauling their existing security infrastructure. Our AI-powered platform, built on an 
open XDR architecture and enhanced with proprietary threat intelligence, seamlessly integrates with your 
current tools, allowing you to maximize your investments and get up and running with minimal effort. Our 
team of highly skilled experts delivers a comprehensive suite of security services, tailored to your 
organization's unique needs, ensuring a dramatic improvement in your security posture. With CylanceMDR, 
you can trust that your cybersecurity is in the hands of experienced professionals.

For added peace of mind, CylanceMDR™ Advanced provides a $1 million guarantee for qualifying 
customers.

CylanceMDR, powered by AI and built on an open XDR architecture, offers comprehensive visibility across 
all attack surfaces, including endpoint, network, cloud, SaaS, identity, and email. With an expansive 
ecosystem of pre-built integrations, telemetry is automatically collected, enriched, and analyzed to 
discern attack signals with high-fidelity detections. The platform is further fortified by proprietary and 
off-the-shelf threat intelligence, driving platform-level analysis and human-led investigations.

PLATFORM

CylanceMDR delivers a full suite of security services, ensuring a high level of protection for organizations. 
Incident response capabilities surpass simple endpoint isolation, incorporating automated, guided, and 
active response models for swift and effective threat mitigation. With a mean time to remediation (MTTR) 
of under 19 minutes, rapid resolution is prioritized. Expert-led, hypothesis-driven threat hunting combines 
structured and unstructured methods, analyzing 30 days of historical data to detect all threats. 24x7 alert 
monitoring enables proactive identification and response to potential security incidents. This 
comprehensive approach to security services ensures organizations are safeguarded by top-tier industry 
professionals.

COMPREHENSIVE SERVICES

Leverage the skills of seasoned security professionals with 15+ years of SOC experience, proven at SOCX, 
DefCon, and MITRE, and APT response certifications. The CylanceMDR team offers a personalized 
onboarding and adapts your security posture to emerging threats. Real-time operational tracking, ongoing 
communication, and strategic advisory sessions ensure a tailored approach. CylanceMDR's commitment 
to your security includes a $1 million guarantee for breach-related expenses, such as forensic 
investigations and cyber extortion payments, for eligible customers. 

EXPERTISE AND GUARANTEE
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Architecture

Compatible With All Your Tools

Open XDR unifies security tools, 
improves detection, and 
response to protect enterprise 
attack surfaces

Advanced AI at the Core

Pervasive AI at the core detects 
attack signal through alert 
noise, prioritizes and presents 
structured cases, and 
proactively stop attacks before 
damage can occur.

Collect & Enrich Your Data

Build a comprehensive picture of 
your entire security environment 
by enriching your telemetry with 
industry-leading proprietary and 
public cyber threat intelligence. 

Industry Experts

CylanceMDR's experienced security 
teams eliminate the complexity of 
onboarding, monitoring and incident 
response and dramatically improve 
your security posture through 
continuous engagement.

Endpoint Network Cloud Identity SaaS Email

AI-Driven, Extensible Platform 

The flexibility you need, enabling you to keep your tools, improve visibility, and enhance your security 
posture. 

An Expansive Ecosystem 
 
More than 300 platform integrations transform your business data and apps into powerful tools for 
enhancing your security. 
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